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Fast Error-Bounded Distance Distribution
Computation

Jiahao Zhang, Man Lung Yiu, Bo Tang, Qing Li

Abstract—In this work we study the distance distribution computation problem. It has been widely used in many real-world
applications, e.g., human genome clustering, cosmological model analysis, and parameter tuning. The straightforward solution for the
exact distance distribution computation problem is unacceptably slow due to (i) massive data size, and (ii) expensive distance
computation. In this paper, we propose a novel method to compute approximate distance distributions with error bound guarantees.
Furthermore, our method is generic to different distance measures. We conduct extensive experimental studies on three widely used
distance measures with real-world datasets. The experimental results demonstrate that our proposed method outperforms the
sampling-based solution (without error guarantees) by up to three orders of magnitude.

Index Terms—cumulative distance distribution, error-bound guaranteed approximation, lower and upper bounds
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1 INTRODUCTION

In recent years, more and more datasets become available
in many research areas (e.g., trajectory data [1], scientific
celestial data [2], points-of-interests data [3]), making it
possible to apply data-driven exploratory analysis in var-
ious applications. In this work, we focus on computing
the distance distribution in a dataset, which can be used
in dozens of exploratory analysis applications. We study
cumulative distance distribution and distance distribution
histogram in this paper. Specifically, a given dataset D is
converted to a collection of distances among objects. Those
distances are sorted, then plotted as the cumulative dis-
tance distribution or distance distribution histogram. Data
analysts may exploit the distance distribution among data
objects to reveal the characteristics/insights of a dataset.
We introduce four applications of distance distributions in
different areas below.

Human genome clustering: Biologists examine the cumu-
lative distance distribution of human genes to explore the
characteristics of different gene patterns [4]. Specifically, the
cumulative distance distribution of genes provides clear and
intuitive insights for human genome clustering, aggregation
degree, etc. For example, in Figure 1(a), snRNAs (a class
of human microgenes) have several rapid ascents in its
cumulative distance distribution (the blue curve). Hence,
these distance values at rapid ascents may be used as cluster
radii in clustering algorithms.

Cosmological model analysis: Given billions of celestial
objects, astronomy scientists could plot the distance dis-
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Fig. 1. Distance distribution applications, (a) and (c) are cumulative
distance distributions, (b) and (d) are distance distribution histograms

tribution histogram of those celestial objects in order to
analyze cosmological models [5]. Figure 1(b) is an exact
distance distribution histogram among 4.5 billion celestial
objects, which takes hundreds of hours of computation.
This statistical function can be applied to classify unknown
celestial objects into different systems (e.g., inner solar sys-
tem, outer solar system), and assist astronomy scientists in
identifying relationships among galaxies.

Parameter tuning: Data mining algorithms may utilize
cumulative distance distributions to determine parameter
values, instead of trial-and-error. DBSCAN [6], a well-
known clustering algorithm in spatial databases, adopts the
cumulative distribution of k-NN distance to determine the
parameter ε, the radius of a neighborhood with respect to
some points. Consider the example in Figure 1(c), ε can be
set as the x-axis value (x0) of the “transition” point (see the
red dot) in the cumulative distribution of 4-NN distance.

Graph analysis: The distance distribution histogram be-
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tween node pairs from large graphs is an effective tool
to discover fascinating properties (e.g., temporal variation
tendency and central nodes) [7]. Figure 1(d) shows two
distance distribution histograms of the graph dataset Ya-
hooWeb [8] in June-1977 and April-1978, respectively. The
radius (x-axis) means the distance between one node and
its farthest reachable node. The gray region shows that
YahooWeb experienced a significant expansion from June-
1977 to April-1978.

In addition to the above applications, distance distri-
butions are also adopted to capture the characteristics of
high dimensional datasets, e.g., building indexes for metric
spaces [9], estimating CPU and I/O cost models for M-
tree [10].

Given a set of object pairs Dpair , its distance distribu-
tion histogram can be derived from its cumulative distance
distribution easily. Thus, we focus on computing the cumu-
lative distance distribution problem first, then discuss how
to derive its corresponding distance distribution histogram
efficiently. A naive solution for the cumulative distance
distribution problem is: (i) compute the distance between
every pair of objects, then (ii) sort those distances and plot
the cumulative distance distribution. The time complexity of
the naive solution isO(|Dpair|·costdist+|Dpair|·log |Dpair|),
where costdist is the time complexity of computing the
distance of an object pair.

Obviously, the naive solution is unacceptably slow due
to (i) massive data size and (ii) expensive distance compu-
tation. We observe that the distance computation dominates
the computation time. Distance measures like dynamic time
warping (DTW) and discrete Fréchet distance (DFD), require
O(m2) computation time, where m denotes the number of
attributes per data object. For example, the OSM-FULL [11]
dataset contains 2.4 million trajectories. The top-2 longest
trajectories in the dataset OSM-FULL contain 960,160 and
733,523 GPS points, respectively. It takes 2484.81 seconds
to compute the discrete Fréchet distance (DFD) between
these two trajectories. Moreover, given a random selected
trajectory in OSM-FULL, it takes 8.68 hours to compute
its exact distance distribution with DFD as the distance
measure.

In the database community, approximate query pro-
cessing techniques [12] are widely used for answering
queries approximately over voluminous data. Specifically,
such techniques help data scientists identify insights from
data that needs further exploration, enabling visualization,
and supporting interactive exploratory analysis. For appli-
cations that cost too much time to compute the distance
distributions, the approximate approach can be adopted
to accelerate them with acceptable results. Besides, subject
to time limit, some existing applications have to generate
distance distribution offline or use synthetic distributions
(e.g., random distributions) to simulate and predict results.
Approximate distance distributions enable them to update
distance distribution interactively and produce distance
distributions for real datasets. To support interactive and
scalable data analysis applications, this paper aims at com-
puting an approximate distance distribution quickly with
worst-case error guarantees.

Sampling [13], [14], [15] is the gold standard of approxi-
mate query processing in the world of big data. For example,

the SQL:2008 standard allows user to choose the sampling
fraction. The sampling idea can be adapted to compute the
approximate cumulative distance distribution. Specifically,
it first picks the objects uniformly-at-random with the given
sampling fraction, then computes the distances (and dis-
tance distribution) on the sampled dataset and scale-up the
distribution. Unfortunately, it does not provide any worst-
case guarantee on the error of approximate results.

The challenge of our problem is how to offer worst-case
error guarantees on approximate results (without comput-
ing the exact results). In this work, we propose a novel com-
putation framework that renders fast approximate result
computation with worst-case error guarantees. Moreover,
our proposal is generic, i.e., it can be used with different
distance measures. The major contributions of this paper
are summarized as follows.

• To our knowledge, this is the first work that studies the
approximate distance distribution computation problem
with error bound guarantees. We formally define the ap-
proximate cumulative distance distribution problem and
the approximate distance distribution histogram problem
in Sections 2 and 5, respectively.

• We design a computation framework for the error-
bounded cumulative distance distribution computation
problem and devise a suite of optimization techniques in
Sections 3 and 4, respectively.

• We extend the solution in Sections 3 and 4 to compute
error-bounded distance distribution histogram efficiently
in Section 5.

• We evaluate the efficiency and effectiveness of our pro-
posal on three real datasets with widely used distance
measures in Section 6. Comparing with the sampling-
based solution, our solution not only provides worst-
case error guarantees but also is up to three orders of
magnitude faster.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We define
the approximate cumulative distance distribution compu-
tation problem in Section 2. Our solution framework is
presented in Section 3, together with a suite of performance
optimization techniques in Section 4. In Section 5, we ex-
tend our proposed techniques to solve the error-bounded
distance distribution histogram computation problem. We
evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of our proposal on
real datasets with various distance measures in Section 6. Fi-
nally, we review the related work in Section 7 and conclude
the paper in Section 8.

2 PROBLEM DEFINITION

We first define our research problem in Section 2.1, then
present an existing sampling-based solution in Section 2.2.

2.1 Problem Formulation

In data mining, similarity or distance measures are used
to quantify how much alike two data objects are. Let
dist(oi, oj) denote the distance between two data objects
oi and oj . It is expensive to compute distance functions for
complex data objects (e.g., time series, trajectories, image
color histograms).
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TABLE 1
Distance measures for complex data objects

Data type Distance measure Cost
Time series Euclidean distance (ED) O(m)
Time series dynamic time warping (DTW) O(m2)
Trajectories discrete Fréchet distance (DFD) O(m2)

(a) pairs of objects formed 

by a query object oq

(b) all pairs of objects

a dataset of objects
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Fig. 2. The set Dpair of object pairs

Table 1 shows three representative distance measures
and computation costs for such data objects. Observe that
computation costs grow linearly or super-linearly with m,
the number of attributes per object. We are aware that Agar-
wal et al. [16] proposed an algorithm to compute the exact
DFD with O(m2 log logm

logm ) cost recently, which is slightly
lower than O(m2) in Table 1. The reasons why we do not
apply it in this work are as follows: (i) the development of
faster exact distance algorithms is orthogonal to our work;
they can be directly applied in our proposed framework,
and (ii) the algorithm in [16] achieves O(m2 log logm

logm ) cost
theoretically, however it is hard to implement in practice.

Given a dataset D of objects, the user could formulate
a set Dpair of object pairs and then study the distance
distribution of object pairs in Dpair . Figure 2 illustrates two
examples for formulating a set Dpair of object pairs.

• By a query object (e.g., human genome clustering). In
Figure 2(a), we take a query object oq and form the set
Dpair as

Dpair = {(oq, oi) : oi ∈ D}.

• By correlation (e.g., cosmological model analysis). In
Figure 2(b), we form the set Dpair by using all pairs of
objects from D, i.e.,

Dpair = {(oi, oj) : oi ∈ D, oj ∈ D, oi 6= oj}.

With the above concepts, we define a generic problem
for cumulative distance distribution as follows.

Problem 1 (Cumulative Distance Distribution). Given a set
Dpair of object pairs and a distance measure dist, the cumula-
tive distance distribution (CDD) problem returns a function of
distance d, i.e., F : R+ → N such that

F (d) = |{(oi, oj) ∈ Dpair : dist(oi, oj) ≤ d}|.

This problem is generic with respect to (i) distance
function, and (ii) the way of formulating the set Dpair .

Observe that the function F (d) is a piecewise step func-
tion because it is defined by finite pairs in Dpair . Hence, it
requires the range and the function value of every interval.

A straightforward method for this problem is shown in
Algorithm 1. First, we compute the distance dist(oi, oj) for
each object pair (oi, oj) ∈ Dpair , and insert it into a distance
array L. We then sort the distance values in L, and com-
pute the cumulative distance distribution F (d). Specifically,
given the sorted array L which includes the distance values
of all pairs, the cumulative distance distribution F (d) is
expressed as follows.

F (d) =


0, d ∈ [0,L[1])
1, d ∈ [L[1],L[2])
...

n, d ∈ [L[n],+∞)

(1)

Algorithm 1 CDD(Dpair)
1: initialize distance value array L
2: for each object pair (oi, oj) ∈ Dpair do
3: append dist(oi, oj) to L
4: sort distance values in L by ascending order
5: compute F (d) with L by using Equation (1)
6: return F (d)

The cost of Algorithm 1 consists of: (i) computing all
distance values, i.e., O(|Dpair| · costdist), where costdist
denotes the cost per distance computation, (ii) sorting all
distance values, i.e., O(|Dpair| · log |Dpair|), and (iii) com-
puting cumulative distance distribution F (d), it is linear to
O(|Dpair|). In total, this method takes O(|Dpair| · costdist +
|Dpair| · log |Dpair|) time. Clearly, this method is not scalable
when Dpair has a massive size or distance computation
costdist is expensive, as discussed before.

To enable interactive exploratory analysis and visual-
ization on cumulative distance distribution, we propose to
compute a function F̃ (d) quickly such that it approximates
to F (d) with worst-case error guarantee. We define this
approximate version of Problem 1 as follows:

Problem 2 (Error-bounded Approximate Cumulative Dis-
tance Distribution). Given a set Dpair of object pairs, a
distance measure dist and an error threshold δ, the approximate
cumulative distance distribution (ACDD) returns a function of
distance d, i.e., F̃ : R+ → N such that the condition

|F̃ (d)− F (d)| ≤ δ

holds for every value of d.

Example: In this example, we use a trajectory dataset
(GeoLife [17]) with DFD as the distance measure. Figure 3(a)
shows the exact (black) and approximate (red) cumulative
distance distribution. For the approximate curve in Fig-
ure 3(a), the error threshold δ is fixed to 1% of the size of
Dpair .

2.2 Sampling-based Solution
Sampling is a common approach to deal with massive
datasets [15]. In this section, we present a sampling-based
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Fig. 3. Exact and approximate cumulative distance distributions on
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method, which can be used to address our problem partially,
i.e., it provides approximate cumulative distance distribu-
tions but without worst-case error guarantees. Specifically,
the sampling-based solution picks a subset Dsamppair from
Dpair based on a given sampling fraction α. Next, it applies
the straightforward method (see Algorithm 1) to compute
the cumulative distance distribution on Dsamppair , and then
scale-up the distribution by the factor 1

α to obtain the
approximate cumulative distance distribution F samp(d).

The sampling-based solution allows users to control
response time via the sampling fraction α. However, it can-
not provide worst-case error guarantee on the approximate
cumulative distance distribution. In order to quantify the re-
sult qualities of the sampling-based solution, we define the
maximum error between a given approximate cumulative
distance distribution function G(d) and exact cumulative
distance distribution function F (d) as follows.

Definition 1 (Maximum Error). The maximum error between
a given approximate cumulative distance distribution function
G(d) and exact cumulative distance distribution function F (d)
is defined as

Emax(G,F ) = max
0≤d<∞

|G(d)− F (d)|

Example: Take the approximate cumulative distance distri-
bution function F̃ (d) as an example, we have Emax(F̃ , F )
= max

0≤d<∞
|F̃ (d) − F (d)| ≤ δ. Thus, the maximum error

between F̃ (d) and F (d) does not exceed δ, e.g., the max-
imum error is 145 in Figure 3(a), which is less than the
given δ = 1% · |Dpair| = 186. Consider the approximate
cumulative distance function F samp(d) in Figure 3(b), which
is returned by the sampling-based solution (SAMP) with
sampling-ratio α = 1%. The maximum error between
F samp(d) and F (d) is 1680.

Observe that F̃ (d) is better than F samp(d) to approx-
imate F (d) on GeoLife with DFD (see Figure 3) because
Emax(F̃ , F ) = 145 < Emax(F samp, F ) = 1680.

3 OUR PROPOSED METHOD

In this section, we propose a novel framework to compute
the approximate cumulative distance distribution F̃ (d) with
error-bounded guarantees (see Problem 2). Our idea is to
develop lower and upper bound functions for the exact
cumulative distance distribution F (d), as defined below:

Definition 2 (Distribution Bound Functions). The functions
F↓(d) and F ↑(d) are said to be the lower bound and the upper
bound of F (d), respectively, if

F↓(d) ≤ F (d) ≤ F ↑(d)

holds for every value d ∈ [0,+∞).

The above concept enables our proposed framework
as illustrated in Figure 4. First, we compute the bound
functions F↓(d) and F ↑(d). An intuitive way is to take the
approximate distance distribution as:

F̃ (d) = λF ↑(d) + (1− λ)F↓(d), λ ∈ [0, 1] (2)

As we will prove in Section 3.2, Equation (2) offers worst-
case error guarantees on the approximate result without
computing the exact result F (d) when λ = 1

2 . We next verify

whether F̃ (d) =
F↑(d)+F↓(d)

2 satisfies the error requirement.
If the verification is not passed, then we tighten the bound
functions F↓(d) and F ↑(d). This process repeats until the
verification can be passed.

(1) compute bounds of 

cumulative distribution

set of object pairs Dpair

upper bound F(d)

(2) verify
(3) tighten 

bound functionsYes No

lower bound F(d)

approx. function ෨𝐹(d)

return ෨𝐹(d)

Fig. 4. Our proposed solution framework

Algorithm 2 ACDD(Dpair , δ)

1: compute F↓ and F ↑ . Section 3.1
2: while Verify(F↓, F

↑, δ) = False do . Section 3.2
3: tighten F↓ and F ↑ . Section 3.3
4: return F̃ (d) =

F↓(d)+F↑(d)
2

The pseudocode of our proposed solution is summarized
in Algorithm 2. Our research questions are as follows:

• How to compute the bound functions F↓(d) and
F ↑(d) efficiently? (Section 3.1)

• How to verify whether the approximate distance dis-
tribution F̃ (d) satisfies the error requirement without
computing the exact result F (d)? (Section 3.2)

• How to tighten those bound functions? (Section 3.3)

3.1 F ↑(d) and F↓(d) Computation
Recall that the cumulative distance distribution F (d)
involves many calls to distance computation, e.g.,
DTW(oi, oj), which are expensive as shown in Table 1. To
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avoid expensive distance computation, we leverage bound-
ing functions for distance computation to construct F↓(d)
and F ↑(d) efficiently. We first introduce the concept of
distance bound functions.

Definition 3 (Distance Bound Functions). ∀oi ∈ D,∀oj ∈ D,
LBdist(oi, oj) and UBdist(oi, oj) are said to be the lower bound
and upper bound functions of dist(oi, oj), respectively. It holds
that

LBdist(oi, oj) ≤ dist(oi, oj) ≤ UBdist(oi, oj).

For instance, according to the literature, the representa-
tive distance lower and upper bounds for several distance
measures (e.g., ED, DTW, DFD) are listed in Table 2. These
bound functions incur lower computation cost than exact
distance measures. For example, exact DFD computation
takes O(m2) time but the lower bound LBcell(oi, oj) takes
only O(1) time [18]. For the sake of presentation, we omit
the exact definition of these distance bound functions and
refer interested readers to the corresponding references
shown in Table 2.

TABLE 2
Bounds for distance measures

Distance lower bounds upper bounds

ED LBPAA [19], LBFNN [20] UBPAA [19], UBFNN [20]
· · · · · ·

DTW LBKimFL [21], LBEQ
Keogh [22]UBKeogh [22], UBED [23]

· · · · · ·

DFD LBcell [18], LBrow [18] UBg [18], UBgreedy [24]
· · · · · ·

We next exploit distance bound functions, LBdist(oq, oi)
and UBdist(oq, oi), to construct the bound functions F↓(d)
and F ↑(d) for cumulative distance distribution F (d), as
described by the following lemma.

Lemma 1. Define the following functions:

F↓(d) = |{(oq, oi) ∈ Dpair : UBdist(oq, oi) ≤ d}|
F ↑(d) = |{(oq, oi) ∈ Dpair : LBdist(oq, oi) ≤ d}|

∀d ∈ [0,+∞), it holds

F↓(d) ≤ F (d) ≤ F ↑(d).

Proof. We first prove that ∀d ∈ [0,+∞), F↓(d) ≤ F (d).
Given a distance value d0, suppose S↓ = {(oq, oi) ∈
Dpair : UBdist(oq, oi) ≤ d0} and S = {(oq, oi) ∈ Dpair :
dist(oq, oi) ≤ d0}. We then have S↓ ⊆ S as dist(oq, oi) ≤
UBdist(oq, oi). Hence, ∀d ∈ [0,+∞), F↓(d) = |S↓| ≤
|S| = F (d). Similarly, we can prove ∀d ∈ [0,+∞), F (d) ≤
F ↑(d).

It is worth to note that, like the function F (d), both F↓(d)
and F ↑(d) can be expressed as piecewise step functions.
Moreover, it is cheap to derive F↓(d) and F ↑(d), e.g., reduce
O(|Dpair| · costdist) to O(|Dpair|) if it employs O(1) cost
lower and upper bounds.

Example: Consider the demo example in Figure 5(a). Let
S↓, S and S↑ be the set of object pairs with UBdist(oq, oi) ≤
4, dist(oq, oi) ≤ 4 and LBdist(oq, oi) ≤ 4, respec-
tively. We have S↓ = {(oq, o1), (oq, o2), (oq, o3)}, S =

Pair 𝐿𝐵𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡 𝑈𝐵𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡

(𝑜𝑞 , 𝑜1) 0 1 3

(𝑜𝑞, 𝑜2) 0 2 3

(𝑜𝑞, 𝑜3) 0 3 4

(𝑜𝑞, 𝑜4) 1 4 5

(𝑜𝑞, 𝑜5) 2 5 6

(𝑜𝑞, 𝑜6) 3 5 9

(𝑜𝑞, 𝑜7) 4 6 10

(𝑜𝑞, 𝑜8) 5 6 10 d
0

2

4

6

8

1

3

5

7

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

𝐹↑(𝑑)

𝐹(𝑑) 𝐹↓(𝑑)

10
(a) distances (b) cumulative curves

Fig. 5. Illustration example of F↓(d) and F ↑(d)

{(oq, o1), (oq, o2), (oq, o3), (oq, o4)}, and S↑ = {(oq, o1),
(oq, o2), (oq, o3), (oq, o4), (oq, o5), (oq, o6), (oq, o7)}. We have
S↓ ⊆ S ⊆ S↑, thus F↓(4) = |S↓| = 3 ≤ F (4) = |S| =
4 ≤ F ↑(4) = |S↑| = 7, as shown in Figure 5(b). The black,
red and blue curves in Figure 5(b) show the lower bound,
exact and upper bound of cumulative distance distribution
in dataset Dpair , respectively.

3.2 Verification of F̃ (d)

Our next issue is to verify whether the approximate dis-
tance distribution F̃ (d) satisfies the error requirement. The
challenge is to avoid computing the exact distance distri-
bution F (d), which is expensive. Lemma 2 offers a simple
verification condition; it suffices to test whether the function
F ↑(d)−F↓(d) is below the error threshold 2δ for all d. When
this verification condition evaluates to true, it guarantees
that the approximate function F̃ (d) =

F↑(d)+F↓(d)
2 (i.e.,

λ = 1
2 in Equation (2)) satisfies the error requirement.

Lemma 2 (Error-bounded Guarantee). Suppose F̃ (d) =
λF ↑(d)+(1−λ)F↓(d) (see Equation (2)). If F ↑(d)−F↓(d) ≤ 2δ
for every d ∈ [0,+∞), then it satisfies |F̃ (d) − F (d)| ≤ δ for
every d ∈ [0,+∞) when λ = 1

2 .

Proof.

|F̃ (d)− F (d)| = |λF ↑(d) + (1− λ)F↓(d)− F (d)|
= |λ(F ↑(d)− F (d)) + (1− λ)(F↓(d)− F (d))|
≤ λ|F ↑(d)− F (d)|+ (1− λ)|F↓(d)− F (d)|
= λ(F ↑(d)− F (d)) + (1− λ)(F (d)− F↓(d)), by Definition 2

= λF ↑(d) + (1− 2λ)F (d)− (1− λ)F↓(d)

=
F ↑(d)− F↓(d)

2
, by setting λ =

1

2

≤ 2δ

2
= δ, since F ↑(d)− F↓(d) ≤ 2δ.

It remains to discuss how to efficiently compute the con-
tinuous function F ↑(d) − F↓(d), which involves infinitely-
many possible values of d in the range [0,+∞). The main
challenge is to do verification exactly, yet in a form of finite
distance terms. Since both F ↑(d) and F↓(d) can be expressed
as piecewise step functions, it is possible to compute the
function F ↑(d)−F↓(d) efficiently, by applying the following
lemma.
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Lemma 3. Let F↓(d) and F ↑(d) be the lower bound and the
upper bound of cumulative distance distribution function for the
dataset Dpair . It holds that the difference function

diff(d) = F ↑(d)− F↓(d) (3)

can be expressed as a piecewise step function with at most
2|Dpair|+ 1 intervals.

Proof. F↓(d) and F ↑(d) are non-decreasing piecewise step
functions because they are cumulative distance distribution
functions defined by finite pairs in Dpair . Thus, we express
F↓(d) and F ↑(d) as follows:

F↓(d) =


l0, d ∈ [0, x1)

l1, d ∈ [x1, x2)

...

n, d ∈ [xn,+∞)

F ↑(d) =


u0, d ∈ [0, y1)

u1, d ∈ [y1, y2)

...

n, d ∈ [yn,+∞)

where n = |Dpair|, xi, yi, li, ui are constants.
The endpoints of intervals of diff(d) must be in the

following set: {0,+∞}∪{x1, · · · , xn}∪{y1, · · · , yn}. There
are at most 2n+ 2 endpoints. Thus, there are at most 2n+ 1
intervals.

The above observation suggests that the merge-join al-
gorithm can be used to compute the piecewise step function
diff(d) and verify whether each step satisfies the error re-
quirement diff(d) ≤ 2δ efficiently.

For example, in Figure 5(b), F ↑(d) and F↓(d) are piece-
wise step functions with at most 8+1 intervals, as the set
Dpair contains 8 pairs. The function diff(d) contains at most
2 · 8 + 1 = 17 intervals (in fact it contains only 9 intervals).

3.3 Tightening of F↓(d) and F ↑(d)

We proceed to discuss how to tighten the bound functions
F↓(d) and F ↑(d) efficiently if F̃ (d) cannot pass the verifi-
cation. For a given data object pair (oq, oi), the lower and
upper bound will be tighter during the refinement process.
For the widely used distance measures, e.g., dynamic time
warping (DTW), discrete Fréchet Distance (DFD), there are
many research works devised lots of lower and upper
bounds for them [18], [21], [22], as shown in Table 2.

However, it is not trivial to decide which bound should
be used. We benchmark all DFD bounds by the tightness
and computation cost. Figures 6(a) and (b) illustrate the
computation cost (x-axis) and the tightness (y-axis) of DFD
lower bounds (LB/DFD) and upper bounds (DFD/UB),
respectively.

A straightforward strategy is that all bounds are applied
from quick-and-dirty one to slow-and-accurate one in Fig-
ure 6. However, some of bounds are dominated by others,
for example, LBrow is dominated by LBg in Figure 6(a). In-
tuitively, LBrow can be ignored if it employs LBg . To exploit
this property, we propose another strategy, called Prioritizing
bounds, to tighten the bounds of each object pair (oq, oi)
efficiently. In particular, we only employ these bounds in
the skyline of Figure 6, instead of all bounds in the straight-
forward strategy. For example, only LBcell, LBg, UBg will
be used for DFD. We evaluate the effect of both strategies in
Section 6.5. For ED and DTW bounds, we use the same idea
and refer the reader to the bound benchmark result of DTW
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Fig. 6. The evaluation of DFD lower and upper bounds

in [22]. Moreover, our solution is generic to the distance
measures which have existing lower or upper bounds.

In summary, our solution exploits the lower and upper
bound functions of each distance measure (which incur
cheap computation cost) to render error-guaranteed ap-
proximate results efficiently. It provides worst-case error
guarantees on the distance distribution for different distance
measures, which do not rely on the specific lower and upper
bound functions. Obviously, the distance lower and upper
bound functions will affect the performance of our solution.
We will evaluate their effectiveness in the experimental
section shortly.

4 OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUES

In this section, we devise a suite of optimization techniques
to improve the performance of our proposal in Section 3.
In particular, the performance improvements are from (i)
we exploit data index to compute the lower and upper
bounds of a group of data objects, instead of computing
them one by one (see Section 4.1); (ii) we devise a lazy lower
and upper bound refinement method, which only refine the
lower and upper bounds of data object pairs which may
lead to invalid intervals (see Section 4.2); and (iii) we reduce
the exact distance computations to ensure the approximate
distance distribution F̃ (d) satisfies the error requirement
(see Section 4.3).

4.1 Computing Index-based Bounds
We first compute the distance lower and upper bound of
every object (oq, oi) ∈ Dpair , then obtain F↓(d) and F ↑(d)
accordingly. When the data set is large enough, the cost
to compute F↓(d) and F ↑(d) is also very expensive even
the O(1) cost bounds are used. In this section, we employ
well-studied data object index to accelerate F↓(d) and F ↑(d)
computation. For example, R-tree [25] is a standard index to
maintain spatial objects. Given a dataset D of spatial points,
it first constructs the R-tree index r. For each entry e in r has
a minimum bounded rectangle, i.e. MBR(e), which could
provide a common distance lower and upper bound for all
object pairs (oq, oi), where oi ∈ e. Through this, F↓(d) and
F ↑(d) can be derived without computing the lower and up-
per bound of each object pair (oq, oi) ∈ Dpair . Moreover, the
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Fig. 7. Distance lower and upper bound updates

tightness of the lower and upper bound between MBR(e)
and oq depends on the height of entry e in R-tree r. In other
words, different levels in the index r serve as different lower
and upper bound functions in our framework. Obviously,
the effectiveness of index-based bounds are relying on the
underlying objects. For example, the performance of R-
tree index will degenerate due to the curse of dimensionality
in high dimensional data objects. In this case, users may
disable index-based bound option in our framework as it
does not improve the overall performance.

4.2 Refining Optimized Invalid Interval

In this section, we consider how to tighten F↓(d) and F ↑(d)
with tighter LBdist(oq, oi) and UBdist(oq, oi) efficiently. The
major contributions are: (i) it only updates the lower and
upper bounds of data object pairs which affect the output of
verification function, (ii) it employs a lazy bound updating
method which computes the tighter lower and upper bound
if and only if it is necessary.

Consider the example shown in Figure 7 with error
threshold δ = 1. ∀d ∈ [4, 8), F ↑(d) = 4 and F↓(d) = 1. Thus,
∀d ∈ [4, 8), diff(d) = F ↑(d)−F↓(d) = 4−1 = 3 ≥ 2δ = 2. Its
approximate distance distribution F̃ (d) does not satisfy the
requirement, i.e., Verify(F↓(d), F ↑(d), δ) return false. Our
method will refine F↓(d) and F ↑(d) by tighter lower and
upper bound functions LB′dist(oq, oi) and UB′dist(oq, oi),
respectively. A simple strategy is to compute the lower and
upper bound by LB′dist(oq, oi) and UB′dist(oq, oi) for every
object pair in dataset Dpair . However, this strategy wastes
computation cost as many object pairs in Dpair do not affect
the verification result.

Returning to the example in Figure 7, the interval [4, 8)
is invalid. The functions F↓(d) and F ↑(d) will be refined
by tighter LBdist(oq, oi) and UBdist(oq, oi). However, it
is not necessary to update all object pairs’ lower and up-
per bounds. For example, object pair (oq, o1) and (oq, o5)
can be ignored because UBdist(oq, o1) = 3 < 4 and
LBdist(oq, o5) = 9 ≥ 8, as shown in Figure 7.

Let [l, r) be an interval of the function diff(d) such that
it violates the error bound requirement. With the above
observation, we have only the object pairs which lower
and upper bounds overlap with [l, r) should be refined.
Formally, the refinement object pair set R is defined as:

R = {(oq, oi) : [LBdist(oq, oi), UBdist(oq, oi)) ∩ [l, r) 6= ∅}.

For example, the refinement set for interval [l = 4, r = 8) is
R = {(oq, o2), (oq, o3), (oq, o4)} in Figure 7.
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Fig. 8. Exact distance computation example

Moreover, we propose to update the distance bounds of
(oq, oi) ∈ R in a lazy manner. Specifically, its tighter distance
bounds will be computed if and only if the distance value
interval [l, r) is still invalid. Take Figure 7 as an example,
the distance value interval [l = 4, r = 8) is invalid and the
refinement object set is R = {(oq, o2), (oq, o3), (oq, o4)}. The
upper bound of pair (oq, o2) is updated to UB′dist(oq, o2),
shown as the blue line. With this update, we have: F ↑(4)−
F↓(4) = 4 − 2 = 2 ≤ 2δ. Now the interval [l = 4, r = 8)
becomes valid, then the refinement process terminates. It
improves the performance as it does not compute the up-
dated distance bounds of (oq, o3) and (oq, o4) by the lazy
manner.

4.3 Reducing Exact Distance Computations
We consider the case that the approximate distance dis-
tribution F̃ (d) still violates the error bound requirement
after all lower and upper bounds have been applied in this
section. The exact distances of object pairs in refinement
set R will be computed in this situation. Our proposed
optimization reduces the exact distance computations then
the approximate distance distribution F̃ (d) still satisfies the
error requirement, i.e., ∀d ∈ [0,∞), diff(d) ≤ 2δ.

We commence the presentation by considering the
example in Figure 8 with error bound δ = 1. Af-
ter applying all possible lower and upper bounds,
∀d ∈ [1, 3), F↓(d) = |∅| = 0 and F ↑(d) =
|{(oq, o1), (oq, o2), (oq, o3), (oq, o4), (oq, o5)}| = 5. Thus,
∀d ∈ [1, 3), diff(d) = F ↑(d)−F↓(d) = 5 > 2δ = 2, it violates
the error bound requirement. Consider data object (oq, o1)
in Figure 8, its distance lower and upper bound are 0 and 3,
respectively. Suppose its exact distance is dist(oq, o1) = 1.5,
we are able to reduce diff(d) from 5 to 4 ∀d ∈ [1, 3) due to
(i) ∀d ∈ [1, 1.5), diff(d) = F ↑(d) − F↓(d) = 4 − 0 = 4 and
(ii) ∀d ∈ [1.5, 3), diff(d) = F ↑(d)− F↓(d) = 5− 1 = 4. That
is, computing the exact distance of (oq, o1) reduces 1 from
diff(d) for every d ∈ [1, 3). Through the above observation,
we have Lemma 4 as follows.

Lemma 4. Given an invalid interval [l, r) in diff function,
i.e., ∀d ∈ [l, r), diff(d) = F ↑(d) − F↓(d) > 2δ. It re-
quires diff(l) − 2δ exact distance computations to guarantee
∀d ∈ [l, r), diff(d) ≤ 2δ.

Proof. We have that each exact distance computation will
reduce 1 from diff(d) for every d ∈ [l, r) via the above
discussion. In order to turn diff(d) to 2δ, i.e., to guarantee
that ∀d ∈ [l, r), diff(d) = 2δ, it needs diff(d) − 2δ exact
distance computation among data object pairs.
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Returning to the example in Figure 8, ∀d ∈
[1, 3), diff(d) = F ↑(d)−F↓(d) = 5. According to Lemma 4, it
requires diff(l)−2δ = 5−2 = 3 exact distance computations,
then ∀d ∈ [1, 3), diff(d) ≤ 2δ, e.g., compute the exact
distances of (oq, o1), (oq, o2) and (oq, o3).

With Lemma 4, we conclude the corollary as follows, we
omit its proof as it is applying Lemma 4 directly.

Corollary 1. Let Φ = {[l, r) : ∀d ∈ [l, r), diff(d) > 2δ}, it
requires at most

∑
∀[l,r)∈Φ(diff(l) − 2δ) exact distance compu-

tations, then the approximate distance distribution F̃ (d) satisfies
the error requirement, i.e., ∀d ∈ [0,∞), diff(d) ≤ 2δ.

Consider diff(d), as the blue curve shown in Figure 8,
we have Φ = {[1, 3), [4, 5)}. It requires at most (diff(1) −
2) + (diff(4) − 2) = (5 − 2) + (6 − 2) = 7 exact distance
computations then F̃ (d) satisfies the error requirement, i.e.,
∀d ∈ [0,∞), diff(d) ≤ 2. For example, compute exact
distances of (oq, o1), (oq, o2) and (oq, o3) for ∀d ∈ [1, 3),
and (oq, o4), (oq, o5), (oq, o6) and (oq, o7) for ∀d ∈ [4, 5),
thus, the approximate distance distribution F̃ (d) satisfies
the error requirement.

Through Corollary 1, for any diff(d) = F ↑(d) − F↓(d)
function, we can obtain the number of exact distance com-
putations then let diff(d) satisfy the error bound require-
ment. But the qualified diff(d) can be derived with fewer
exact distance computations. Take the example in Figure 8,
we can compute exact distances of (oq, o1), (oq, o4) and
(oq, o5) for ∀d ∈ [1, 3). ∀d ∈ [4, 5), diff(d) changes from
6 to 4 at the same time as the lower and upper bounds
of (oq, o4) and (oq, o5) also overlap with interval [4, 5), as
shown in Figure 8. Thus, we only need compute 2 more
exact distance pairs for interval [4, 5), e.g., compute (oq, o8)
and (oq, o9). In summary, ∀d ∈ [0,+∞), diff(d) ≤ 2δ (shown
as the red curve in Figure 8) holds through 5 exact distance
computations (i.e., (oq, o1), (oq, o4), (oq, o5), (oq, o8) and
(oq, o9)), it is less than 7 (computed by Corollary 1) in this
example.

With the above observation, we propose a simple greedy
strategy to reducing the exact distance computations as
follows.

1) identify (oq, oi) ∈ Dpair whose distance lower and
upper bound has the largest number of intersected
intervals in Φ;

2) compute dist(oq, oi) to update diff function and Φ;
3) repeat step 1) until ∀d ∈ [0,∞), diff(d) ≤ 2δ.

This greedy strategy reduces the exact distance compu-
tations as it refines diff(d) in multiple intervals in Φ by one
exact distance computation.

5 DISTANCE DISTRIBUTION HISTOGRAM

As the example shown in Figures 1(b) and (d) (see
Section 1), distance distribution histograms also have been
widely used in many applications. In this section, we extend
our solution for error-bounded ACDD problem to error-
bounded approximate distance distribution histogram com-
putation problem (ADDH). We first define the exact distance
distribution histogram (DDH) in Definition 4 formally.

Definition 4 (Distance Distribution Histogram). Given a
set Dpair of object pairs and a distance measure dist, the
distance distribution histogram H is defined as an array of
buckets which covers a domain interval, e.g., [0, dmax]1. All
buckets in H have the equi-width µ. The total number of buckets
in H is B = ddmax

µ e. The ith bucket stores the total num-
ber of object pairs which distance value in the interval, i.e.,
H(i) = |{(oq, oj) ∈ Dpair : (i − 1)µ ≤ dist(oq, oj) < iµ}|.
Without loss of generality, we have H(0) = 0.

We formally define the error-bounded approximate dis-
tance distribution histogram H̃ as follows.

Problem 3 (Error-bounded Approximate Distance Distribu-
tion Histogram). Given a set Dpair of object pairs, a distance
measure dist, an error threshold ε and a histogram bucket width
µ, the approximate distance distribution histogram (ADDH) re-
turns a function of bucket i such that the condition

|H̃(i)− H(i)| ≤ ε

holds for every value of i ∈ [1, B].

Lemma 5 provides a solution for Problem 3 by utilizing
the result of approximate cumulative distance distribution
F̃ (d) in Problem 2.

Lemma 5. Given ε = 2δ, suppose F̃ (d) is the returning result
of Problem 2 with inputs dataset Dpair and a distance measure
dist. The result of Problem 3, H̃(i), can be derived from F̃ (d) by
O(B) time.

Proof. We first prove that ∀i ∈ [1, B], |H̃(i) − H(i)| ≤ ε.
Combining with the definition of cumulative distance dis-
tribution function F (d) in Problem 1, the distance distri-
bution histogram function H(i) in Definition 4 could be
transformed to

H(i) = F (i ∗ µ)− F ((i− 1) ∗ µ),∀i ∈ [1, B].

Similarly, the approximate distance distribution histogram
function H̃(i) could be computed by

H̃(i) = F̃ (i ∗ µ)− F̃ ((i− 1) ∗ µ),∀i ∈ [1, B].

Let d = i ∗ µ and d′ = (i− 1) ∗ µ, ∀i ∈ [1, B], we have

|H̃(i)− H(i)| = |(F̃ (d)− F̃ (d′))− (F (d)− F (d′))|
= |(F̃ (d)− F (d)) + (F (d′)− F̃ (d′))|
≤ |F̃ (d)− F (d)|+ |F̃ (d′)− F (d′)|
≤ δ + δ = 2δ = ε

Next, we analyze the time complexity to derive H̃(i)
from F̃ (d). Obviously, it is O(B) as i is from 1 to B and
for each i it takes O(1) time to compute H̃(i) from F̃ (d).

Example: Given a set of object pairs Dpair in GeoLife dataset
with histogram bucket width µ = 0.005. We use DFD to
measure the distance between each pair (oq, oj) ∈ Dpair .
The solid bars in Figure 9 show the exact distance dis-
tribution histogram of Dpair . The patterned bars are the
approximate distance distribution histogram H̃(i) of Dpair
with error bound ε = |Dpair| · 2%.

1. dmax is the largest distance of object pair (oq , oj) ∈ Dpair
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TABLE 3
Real dataset information

Dataset Data type # of objects# attributes Size
TAO Time series 41,149 1,008 312 MB
ECG Time series 380,522 421 1.2 GB

OSM-FULLTrajectories 2,433,433 1096 39.7 GB

6 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In this section, we present our empirical findings. In Sec-
tion 6.1, we describe the experimental setting. In Section 6.2,
we conduct a case study on a real taxi trajectory dataset
to demonstrate the applicability of ACDD and ADDH. In
Section 6.3, we investigate the accuracy of our proposed
approximate solutions for ACDD and ADDH, respectively.
In Section 6.4, we evaluate the efficiency of our solutions
with three distance measures: (i) Euclidean distance (ED),
(ii) dynamic time warping (DTW) and (iii) discrete Fréchet
distance (DFD). Finally, in Section 6.5, we investigate the
effectiveness of the optimizations proposed in Section 4. For
the sake of experimental reproducibility, we have posted the
datasets and source codes at [26].

6.1 Experimental Setting

Dataset: We used three real world datasets with diverse
fields and scales of size, i.e., TAO2, ECG3 and OSM-FULL4

for ED, DTW, and DFD, respectively. They have been stud-
ied in some existing work (e.g., [27], [22] and [11]). Table 3
summarizes the information of these datasets.

Implementation and methods: In the experimental study,
we compare the following methods:
• SAMP. The sampling-based solution picks objects ran-

domly to calculate approximate distance distributions
with a fixed sampling fraction α (see Section 2.2).

• ACDD. Our proposed error bound guaranteed solution,
which is presented in Section 3.

• ACDD*. ACDD with all proposed optimization techniques
in Section 4.
Table 4 summarizes the indices and bounds used

in ACDD and ACDD*. The PAA-based and group-based

2. https://tao.ndbc.noaa.gov/
3. https://www.physionet.org/content/edb/1.0.0/
4. https://ftp5.gwdg.de/pub/misc/openstreetmap/

TABLE 4
Index and bounds for different distance measures

Measure Index Lower bound Upper bound
ED M-tree [28] LBPAA, LBFNN UBPAA, UBFNN

DTW R-tree LBKimFL, LBEQ
Keogh UBED , UBFNN

DFD R-tree LBcell, LBg UBg

TABLE 5
Tested parameters in experiments

Parameter Tested values
No. of groups in LBPAA for ED 16, 32, 64

No. of groups in LBg, UBg for DFD1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128
Error threshold (δ/n) 1%,2%,3%,4%,5%

Cardinality of Dpair (n) 104, 105, 106, 107, 108

bounds (e.g., LBPAA, UBg) are parameterized bounds that
take the number of groups as a parameter. We summarized
the tested number of groups for PAA-based bounds (ED)
and group-based bounds (DFD) in Table 5. In all subsequent
experiments, we tighten F↓(d) and F ↑(d) by enumerating
these values from small to large for both PAA-based and
group-based bounds. In addition, Table 5 also includes the
tested values of error threshold and the cardinality of Dpair
for scalability evaluation.

All methods are implemented in C++. We measure the
performance of our proposal in three widely used distance
measures: ED, DTW and DFD. The reported response time
includes both index construction and error-bounded dis-
tance distribution computation. The experiments (with sin-
gle thread) run on a PC with Intel Xeon Gold 5122 3.60GHz
processor and 32 GB main memory.

6.2 Case Study

We start by presenting the utility of ACDD and ADDH with
a case study on the real trajectory dataset, Taxi Service
Trajectory (TST) [29]. It includes 1,710,660 taxi trip trajec-
tories generated by 442 vehicles in Porto, Portugal from
1 July 2013 to 30 June 2014. The average number of GPS
points in each trajectory is 48.76. We compute the ACDD and
ADDH with DFD of all taxi trajectory pairs in December 18,
2013 (weekday) and December 25, 2013 (Christmas holiday),
respectively. We compare the distribution histograms of
weekday and holiday by relative frequency as they have
different number of trajectories.

Figures 10(a) and (b) show the ACDD and ADDH in the
two days with δ = n ·3% and ε = n ·3%, respectively. As we
will present shortly in Section 6.3, both ACDD and ADDH
capture the trend of exact distance distributions precisely.
Moreover, ACDD and ADDH have much cheaper computa-
tion cost. For example, it only takes 5.98s to compute the
ACDD at Christmas holiday, as Holiday curve shown in
Figure 10(a), but it incurs 28.9s to compute its corresponding
exact cumulative distance distribution. It is interesting to
note that for ADDH in Figure 10(b), the taxi trajectories
in the weekday have more similar pairs than the holiday,
especially when the distance threshold is less than 0.002, as
the blue circle shown in Figure 10(b). On the one hand, the
above observation indicates the distribution histograms of
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Fig. 10. Taxi trip distance distribution with DFD on weekday (December
18, 2013) and holiday (December 25, 2013)

taxi trajectories in weekday and holiday are not the same,
which can be exploited to improve the trajectory retrieval
performance as different distance distribution histograms
can affect the index performance [30]. On the other hand,
it also reveals the difference of taxi trips in weekday and
holiday in Porto, Portugal, which can be utilized to optimize
the taxi scheduling and other smart-city applications.

6.3 Accuracy Evaluation

In this section, we study the accuracy of our proposed
approximate solutions for ACDD and ADDH problem, as
defined in Problems 2 and 3, respectively.

Figures 11(a), (b) and (c) illustrate the cumulative dis-
tance distributions with three distance measures ED, DTW
and DFD, respectively. In each figure, it includes three
cumulative distance distribution curves, i.e., black dashed
exact cumulative distance distribution (CDD), solid red ap-
proximate cumulative distance distribution curve (ACDD
with δ = n · 1%), and solid blue sampling based distance
distribution curve (SAMP with α = 1%). Obviously, ACDD
curve demonstrates excellent approximation power to the
exact cumulative distance distribution in all distance mea-
sures. The margins between CDD and SAMP are quite large,
especially, in DTW. This also confirms the inefficiency of
the sampling method on computing the cumulative distance
distribution. Moreover, SAMP cannot provide the theoreti-
cal worst-case error guarantees.

The distance distribution histograms in Figures 12(a),
(b) and (c) are derived from the cumulative distance dis-
tributions in Figure 11 with the histogram bucket width
µ = 5, 1000, and 70 for ED, DTW and DFD, respectively.
Obviously, ADDH with ε = 2δ = n · 2% captures the trend
of exact distance distribution histogram (DDH) excellently.
Visually, SAMP solution performs worse than ADDH in all
three distance measures, as shown in Figure 12.

We then quantify the approximation error of our pro-
posed solutions, by using Emax (defined in Section 2.2),
in Figure 13. For each distance measure, we randomly se-
lected 100 objects as queries. Figures 13(a) and (b) show the
maximal Emax and average Emax between ACDD and CDD
among all selected queries by varying δ from n·1% to n·5%,
respectively. Obviously, the maximal Emax and average
Emax in all three distance measures are below the error-
bounded requirement δ (see red dotted line) as our solution
guarantees the worst-case error theoretically. In Figure 13(a),
the maximal Emax of ACDD in DFD performs excellently.
Specifically, the maximal Emax is less than n · 1% even with

δ = n · 5% setting. Considering the average Emax among
all selected queries, ACDD performs even more better than
expected. For example, the averageEmax is always less than
n · 2% and n · 0.7% with δ ranged from n · 1% to n · 5%
in ED and DFD, respectively, as shown in Figure 13(b). We
omit the approximate ability study for approximate distance
distribution histogram (ADDH) as it has similar observations
with its on ACDD in Figure 13.

6.4 Efficiency Evaluation
In this section, we focus on the efficiency of our methods on
different datasets with various distance measures. We omit
ADDH in Section 6.4 and 6.5 since it is derived from ACDD
with low cost and all optimization techniques in ACDD can
be extended into ADDH directly.

We compare our error-bounded approximate cumulative
distance distribution methods (ACDD and ACDD*) with
SAMP (the approximate method without error bound guar-
antee) in Figure 14. In each experiment, the maximum error
Emax (see Definition 1) ranges from n · 1% to n · 5%. Each
value point in ACDD and ACDD* is plotted with its error
threshold and the average response time of 100 randomly
selected queries from the dataset. However, SAMP does not
guarantee the maximum error bound. In order to provide
meaningful comparison, SAMP method is incurred with
different sample ratio from 1% to 99% with step size 1%.
For each SAMP execution, we plot its average response time
and average Emax (see squares in Figure 14) if and only if
its average Emax is in the range of n · 1% to n · 5%.

Performance of ACDD*: The experimental results of ED,
DTW and DFD on real datasets TAO, ECG and OSM-FULL
are shown in Figures 14(a), (b) and (c), respectively. First,
ACDD* outperforms SAMP in all three datasets in terms of
both performance and result quality. Especially, ACDD* is
up to 278.6 times faster than SAMP on the largest dataset
OSM-FULL. Second, the running time of ACDD and ACDD*
falls with the rising of Emax as expected. Third, ACDD
is slower than ACDD* in all cases as ACDD* is equipped
all proposed optimizations. We omit the weaker methods
SAMP and ACDD in subsequent experiments.

Scalability of ACDD*: We then evaluate the scalability of
ACDD* by varying n with ED, DTW and DFD in Fig-
ures 15(a), (b) and (c), respectively. We randomly choose
a set of objects in the corresponding dataset and construct
Dpair by correlation (see Section 2.1). The number of pair-
wise distances in the subset is from 104 to 108. The error
bound is fixed at δ = n · 3%.

ACDD* demonstrates its superior scalability in all three
distance measures. For example, with millions of object
pairs and DFD as the distance measure, ACDD* outperforms
the exact solution by 9217.1 times. Our method guarantees
n · 3% worst-case error on the result and returns it within
0.3 seconds. Moreover, the superiority of ACDD* is more
obvious when the distance measure is more complex, e.g.,
the performance gain of ACDD* in DTW and DFD is larger
than it in ED, as shown in Figure 15.

6.5 Effectiveness of Optimizations
Before we evaluate individual optimizations in our opti-
mized solution ACDD*, we first evaluate the benefits gained
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from prioritizing bounds (see Section 3.3) in Figure 16.
For each distance measure, we compare ACDD* with all
bounds and ACDD* only with the prioritized bounds in
the real dataset. We denote ACDD* with all bounds of
the distance measures as ALL-ACDD*. The bounds applied
strategy is from dirty-and-quick one to accurate-and-slow
one. As shown in Figure 16, ACDD* performs better than
ALL-ACDD* in all distance measures on three real datasets.

Next, we evaluate the effect of our proposed optimiza-
tion techniques in Section 4 separately. To isolate the effect
of each proposed optimization, we investigate the efficiency
of ACDD* with and without the evaluated optimization
technique in each experiment while enabling the rest opti-
mization techniques. In other words, the evaluation results
only demonstrate the effectiveness of each individual op-
timization in ACDD*. For sake of presentation and space
limitation, we present the experimental results on DFD in
Figure 17, and briefly mention the results on ED and DTW
in context.

Effect of index-based bounds: We verify the effect of index-
based bound techniques (see Section 4.1) on OSM-FULL

with DFD in Figure 17(a). The experimental result of ACDD*
with index and without index are plotted as ACDD* and
ACDD*-w/o-index curves, respectively. Interestingly, ACDD*
and ACDD*-w/o-index perform similarly when δ is small,
e.g., n · 1%. The reason is the index-based bound is too
loose when the error bound requirement is strict. However,
ACDD* shows its superiority over ACDD*-w/o-index with
the rising of δ. For example, the performance gap between
ACDD*-w/o-index and ACDD* widens from n · 2% to n · 5%,
as illustrated in Figure 17(a).

Effect of optimized interval refinement: We then evaluate
the effect of optimized interval refinement strategy in Sec-
tion 4.2 in Figure 17(b). We compare the time cost of bound
updating with and without optimized interval refinement
strategy in DFD, as ACDD* and ACDD*-non-opt bars shown
in Figure 17(b). Obviously, ACDD* outperforms ACDD*-non-
opt in all cases as it could save lots of unnecessary bound
computations. In particular, the bound refining cost can be
reduced up to 50.9% (from 0.0611s to 0.0302s) in DFD. For
ED and DTW, it can be up to 62.5% (from 0.0056s to 0.0021s),
and 40.5% (from 0.8661s to 0.5161s), respectively.

Effect of exact distance computation reduction: In Sec-
tion 4.3, we propose an optimization to reduce exact dis-
tance computation. To evaluate the effectiveness of this
optimization, we compare the time cost of exact distance
computation in ACDD* with and without exact distance
computation reducing technique in Figure 17(c). We set
worst-case error guarantees δ = n ·0.1%, ..., n ·0.5% to show
the gains clear 5. As ACDD* and ACDD*-non-min shown in
Figure 17(c), this optimization reduces 41.7% to 51.1% of the
exact distance computation time in DFD. It reduces 28.6% to

5. When δ is large, our method usually will return results without
exact distance computation.
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61.8% in ED and 14.6% to 41.9% in DTW, respectively.

7 RELATED WORK

Multiple research areas are relevant to our problem. In the
following, we briefly review the related work in two major
areas.

Distance distribution computation problems: In applica-
tions like graph analysis [7], [31], time series analysis [32]
and natural resource evaluation [33], the distribution of dis-
tances among data objects is exploited to reveal the charac-
teristics of a dataset. Kang et al. [7] focus on social networks
and develop the radius plot to show the distribution of the
“effective radius” of nodes in a social network, where the
effective radius of a node v is taken as the 90th-percentile
of all distances from v. Qiao et al. [31] consider a wider
variety of graphs (e.g., webgraphs, social networks, road
networks) and plot a histogram of shortest path distances
among nodes for each type of graph. In our problem context,
we focus on the data objects in a dataset, instead of nodes in
a graph. In addition, the distance between nodes (e.g., the
number of edges, shortest path distances) are different from
the distance measures (e.g., ED and DTW) in our problem.

Linardi et al. [32] explore time series datasets and plot
the distribution of Euclidean distance among subsequences
in time series datasets. In the geostatistics community [33],
the Ripley’s K function [34] is used to summarize a dataset
D of points by the following cumulative distribution func-
tion K(x) = c · |(oi, oj) : oi ∈ D, oj ∈ D, dist(oi, oj) ≤ x|,
where c is a constant and dist(oi, oj) represents the distance
function. All of above problems compute exact distance
among objects, their solutions are not scalable with either
billions of objects or expensive distance computations. Our
solution in this work could provide a fast and accuracy
guaranteed solution for the above problems. Fu et al. [5]
compute the exact and approximate histogram of pairwise
distances between astronomical objects. Our problem differs
from [5] in two ways. First, [5] does not provide theoretical
guarantee on its approximate result and it only works for
Euclidean distance. Second, our proposed framework and
optimization techniques have not been studied in [5].

Approximate query processing: Approximate query pro-
cessing techniques are gold standards for massive data an-
alytical applications, e.g., approximate kernel k-means [35],
approximate clustering and outlier detection [36], [37], sam-
pling cube [38], and histogram matching [39], etc. We omit
the discussion of these works and refer readers to the recent
overview papers [12], [40]. Unlike these works, we focus
on computing the approximate cumulative distance dis-
tribution and approximate distance distribution histogram
with accuracy guarantee, which is different from the above
existing problem inherently. It also cannot be addressed by
adapting the above proposed techniques for different prob-
lems. In big data era, sampling techniques [13], [14], [15] are
widely used in approximate query processing applications.
However, they do not provide worst-case guarantee on the
error of the results. On the contrary, we propose a novel
method to compute approximate distance distributions with
error bound guarantees in this work.

8 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose the problem of computing approx-
imate cumulative distance distribution ACDD and approx-
imate distance distribution histogram ADDH with worst-
case guarantees on the error of the result. They can be
used as building bricks in various areas, e.g., data min-
ing, geostatistics analysis, and cosmological analysis. We
present a generic and scalable solution for them. We devise
a suite of optimizations to improve its performance. Our
experimental results confirm the efficiency and superiority
of our proposal for three widely used distance measures, i.e.,
Euclidean distance (ED), dynamic time warping (DTW), and
discrete Fréchet distance (DFD). The interesting directions
for future work are: (i) devising other techniques to further
speedup its performance, and (ii) supporting interactive
error-bound distance distribution computation at arbitrary
granularity.
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